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Abstract
The Campus Mobile project explored how PDAs and innovative interfaces can improve interaction during lectures and in
small meetings. These mobile computers (small PC s or PDA s)
are nomad mediators that provide the link between the public
space and the user’s private space. A lecturer uses an augmented whiteboard to annotate her presentation, while the
slides and annotations are broadcast in real time to the students ’ PDA s. The students can also annotate the presentation.
They can then replay the lecture at their leisure. We developed
and tested the user interfaces for the interactions on the whiteboard and on the PDAs, the data formats to store the annotations
and temporal data, and the network protocol for reliable wireless broadcast transmission. Small meetings have a very different interaction pattern. Instead of a lecturer that transmits
knowledge, the participants collaborate in modifying documents. We developed groupware services that encourage these
interactions and show how the different interaction patterns
imply different network usages.

1. Introduction
The Campus Mobile project was created to find ways
in which mobile computing and new interaction techniques can be used to improve interaction on a university
campus. Users have a ‘nomad mediator’ to interact and
share information with other users and with fixed facilities such as interactive stands and enhanced computer
screens. These mediators are wireless portable computers or personal digital assistants (PDA ). This project
analysed several scenarios in which these mediators are
useful. The two scenarios that we discuss treat face-toface lectures and small meetings.
The first scenario, which we call ‘C O R A O’, takes
place in a lecture theatre where the lecturer uses an augmented whiteboard to control and annotate the slides of
her presentation. The whiteboard transmits the slides and
annotations in real time over the wireless network. The
students are equipped with mediators which receive the
slides and annotations. Using their mediator, students

can add their own annotations either during the lecture or
during a later review.
The second scenario, called ‘REGROUP’, is a face-toface meeting between a small number of participants.
We facilitate their sharing of interactive computer resources so that participants can work together on a project. These resources are typically a video projector
connected to a machine in the room. The meeting might
be a business reunion where several people work together to prepare a document or a tutorial where several
students present their work.
In this scenario any participant can control the documents shown on the video projector (without having to
change places or computer connections) via his mediator. The control is shared: several participants can display and modify documents on the video projector, or
any other machine, at the same time. Each document is
also shared using synchronized views that are displayed
and modified on the mediators of multiple participants.
Single display groupware is thus generalised in our
scenario as both the output device and the documents are
shared.
This scenario may appear to be similar to the previous scenario however the interaction patterns are very
different and result in different network usage patterns.
In particular, REGROUP does not involve transmission
from one master machine to many slave machines but
rather bi-directional communication between a small
number of machines. The interaction and network patterns are analysed in section 3.
An augmented whiteboard offers new interaction
possibilities. In section 4 we present our user interface
that facilitates the use of these possibilities without over
complicating the interface. At the end of the lecture the
students’ meditators have a copy of the slides and the
lecturer’s annotations. This information is not static:
each slide and annotation is stored with time information
that allows the student to replay the lecturer’s presentation of her slides and their annotations synchronized with
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an audio replay of the lecture. The data structures that
used to store this temporal information are described in
section 5.
In the CORAO scenario, unicast transmissions to a
possibly large number of receivers would exceed the
limited bandwidth of a wireless network. In section 6 we
describe our broadcast solution that avoids this problem.

Figure 1: interactive whiteboard

2. Related Work
Improving teaching and learning with new technologies is now a priority in education. CORAO and REGROUP
were defined in response to inquiries and potential user’s
observations. This led us to design a system which integrates several technologies to address classroom and
meeting activities as a whole while other systems focus
on some of them.
In response to students’ requests, a system can replay
the lecture. This request was explicit when we asked
students to imagine scenarios for a future ideal university. However, presence in a classroom seems to be the
best way to acquire knowledge. Teachers can take advantage of mutual interaction and students’ questions to
adjust the lecture. The capture of classroom events and
interaction between participants during lectures are important topics when attempting to improve teaching and
learning.
Students say that after several days they have problems in fully understanding their notes and even the
lecture slides (if available). Most of the lecture content is
conveyed by short lived events, such as oral explanations
and handwritten notes. Classroom2000 [1] was one of
the first projects that captured and integrated the different media (slides, notes, audio, video, web sites) involved in a lecture. Video offers a strong feeling of presence, but it requires a large amount of data storage, and
the attention of the reader is divided between the video
and the slides during playback. For these reasons, we

chose to eliminate video capture. Recording audio and
annotations ensures a permanent access to these shortlived events.
Using an interactive whiteboard requires specific
interaction techniques. In the Interactive Presentation
Manager [14], interaction with a large vertical surface is
very much like user interaction with applications on a
desktop computer. A strong analogy between the use of
the traditional chalk and board and the use of an interactive (or computerized) whiteboard is attractive for users
who do not wish to change their habits [1, 9]. We feel
however that the computerized whiteboard opens up new
interaction possibilities. Contextual menus and penbased commands are well suited for interacting with a
board [23]. Handwritten words and formula drawn on
the interactive whiteboard are recognized in [9] during
mathematics and physics lectures. In large lecture theatres the top of the whiteboard is often too high to be
easily reached. In this case, a pen-based device may be
used as a remote sensor to send input to the board [21].
This kind of device also allows the lecturer to keep eye
contact with the students and to move freely in the classroom [2, 22].
A teacher standing alone in front of a dense group of
students is not the best setting for interpersonal interaction. A close view of the lecture slides and the teacher’s
annotations, instead of a distant view of the public board,
may help each student to feel that the lecture is for him,
and not for a group to which he belongs as one member
among many. Student personal devices are used for
displaying the content of the public board [7, 19, 22, 32].
Adding (or attaching) personal notes to the slides helps
students customize the lecture document [7, 19, 32].
These notes remain related to the slides even after media
integration [17]. Students may exchange notes during the
lecture [12, 21]. Personal devices can also be used to
increase interaction in classroom with questions and
answers [12, 21, 22, 25].

3. Interaction Patterns and Communication Support
As illustrated by the above scenarios we focussed on
situations involving several simultaneous participants: in
the CORAO scenario the lecturer sends slides as well as
her annotations to the students’ PDAs; in REGROUP, views
of the same document can be displayed and modified on
the mediators of multiple participants. REGROUP is therefore a Single Display Groupware (SDG ) and thus multiple users can share a common display or a common set
of displays located in the same room.
The remainder of this section is divided into two
parts: we first discuss issues related to the support of the
‘one-to-many’ interaction patterns seen in services in-
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volving several simultaneous participants; we then present services for single display groupware.

3.1

One-To-Many Interaction Pattern

The one-to-many interaction pattern contrasts with
the one-to-one interaction pattern found in the widespread client/server model. In this model the service user
(or client) proceeds by sending a request to a server that
subsequently replies thereby providing the requested
service.
The one-to-many interaction pattern is most naturally
supported by broadcast communication technologies.
Therefore we made it a requirement that the Campus
Mobile communication middleware supports broadcasting. Other requirements include the support of 802.11
wireless local area networks and the support of terminals
with limited capabilities. The characteristics taken into
account in the support of 802.11 local area networks are
the possibly frequent disconnections and the limited
bandwidth. In support of terminals with limited capabilities we took into account the limited CPU power and
memory. Although battery autonomy is an important
issue we have not yet addressed it.
Traditional middleware solutions often implement
tightly coupled communication mechanisms such as
remote object method invocation (as in CORBA and Java
RMI). In these mechanisms, the message destination must
be known when sending, which is difficult when destinations change or the number of recipients varies. In
addition, this type of communication is synchronous. By
contrast, MOM (Message-Oriented Middleware) encourages loose coupling between message senders and receivers with a high degree of anonymity. MOM also supports asynchronous communications that are more adapted to wireless and mobile environments. Other MOM
characteristics such as guaranteed delivery and storeand-forward messaging are useful in mobile applications.

one-to-many pattern

SDG

pattern

Figure 2: communication patterns
Sun’s Java Message Service (JMS) has become a reference interface for MOM . There are several projects,
such as Pronto [35], that have tackled the issue of developing JMS systems adapted to wireless and mobile environments. We are particularly interested by Pronto because it uses IP multicast as its transport mechanism.
Pronto provides efficient transmission of messages from

one publisher to many subscribers, and the number of
subscribers can increase without increasing network
traffic.
Wireless JMS [16] is another JMS compliant system
whose development was partly inspired by the CORAO
scenario. In parallel with the Wireless JMS project we
developed a robust broadcast communication system
named campcast specifically designed to support the
CORAO scenario and similar ones. This ad hoc system
was chosen over existing systems because we wanted to
have full control over the broadcast protocol and a system with a very small memory footprint. The implementation of campcast is described in section 6.

3.2

Single Display Groupware

Single Display Groupware (SDG ) has been proposed
as a new approach to facilitate face-to-face collaboration
in which multiple computers can be used to control one
or several large screens.
Projectors are now commonly used during meetings
and presentations to display a PC ’s output on a large
screen. Usually only one person (the one who is interacting with the PC) can control the screen. Other people
cannot display documents simultaneously on the screen
nor take control of the mouse or keyboard. There are
many cases when such interaction patterns would be
useful: for instance, a teacher could ask a student to
show how she solved an exercise; several people could
interact simultaneously on the same document for
solving a problem. SDG makes such interactions possible.
Unfortunately, SDG systems are notoriously hard to
build. Common graphical toolkits and windowing systems offer little support for developing software that
manages multiple input (multiple mice and keyboards)
and output (remote and replicated views) in an appropriate way for SDG applications. For instance, current windowing systems assume that only one person is interacting with a computer at a given time. As a consequence
they do not make it possible to distinguish events coming from different devices (controlled by different users).
Several research systems have been proposed recently in
the literature [4, 15, 22, 29] but none of them seems to
address all the requirements of single display groupware.
The rest of this section describes the kind of services that
are relevant for SDG and the architecture of the system
that we have developed for this purpose.
SDG multiplexes event input sources or graphical
output on a single computer and on a computer network.
Several kinds of input multiplexing can be envisaged:
 Single remote control: one user using a given computer (for instance a handheld device) can take control of the input resources (mouse/keyboard) of a
remote computer (typically the PC whose output is
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displayed on the large screen). Hence several users
can successively take control of the shared screen.
 Multiple local control: several users can interact
simultaneously on the same computer (a separate
pseudo-pointer being associated with the input device of each user and continuously displayed on the
screen). Two sub-cases must be considered depending on whether these users are interacting with
the same application or on different applications located on the same display.
 Multiple local/remote control that combines the two
previous cases: several participants can interact simultaneously on a given display, either locally or remotely.
 Single or multiple remote control on multiple
screens, two cases that are immediate extensions of
previous ones.
Single remote control is a basic service that is offered
by all SDG systems. Multiple synchronous control is a
much more complex case because current graphical
systems cannot display several pointers on the screen nor
to distinguish input sources. Hence, this type of service
is generally unavailable or solved in a specific way at the
application level. A SDG application must thus directly
manage alternate input devices and remote connections.
It must also display pseudo-pointers on the top of its
windows. As a consequence, other applications will not
receive events from alternate devices or remote connections and pseudo-pointers will not be shown on them.
Output multiplexing allows two possibilities: displaying an application on a remote computer and replicating the application windows on several computers.
Under the first possibility, one or several participants
can display documents stored on their own computer on
the shared screen (controlled by a remote PC) without
having to change places or computer connections.
Hence, several documents coming from different computers can be displayed simultaneously on the same
remote screen. But, they can only be controlled from this
screen (the participant who launched the application
loses control on them). This problem can be solved
through input multiplexing, as seen before.
The second possibility is even more interesting because the application will be shown on the originating
computer and on the shared screen (and possibly on the
screens of the computers of other users). The application
can thus be controlled from different screens. Certain
systems will even allow several users to interact simultaneously on the same application as described before in
the case of multiple local control.
Common graphical systems, such as X Window or
RDP (for Microsoft Windows) allow applications to display on remote computers. However, such systems have
obviously not been primarily designed for SDG and some

kind of encapsulation is necessary to make remote display easily usable. Graphical replication raises more
complex problems and is thus rarely available. VNC [27]
provides graphical replication but with several limitations: multiple users cannot really interact simultaneously and graphical replications cannot be adapted to
the output device. In addition, some existing groupware
toolkits [28] provide tools that do not rely on graphical
replication for displaying distributed applications. Such
systems have primarily been designed for the more complex case when users are working at different locations
(a situation that raises group awareness problems that are
out of the scope of this paper).

3.3

The Campus Mobile SDG Environment

The SDG environment that was developed for the
Campus Mobile project supports all the types of input
and output multiplexing presented in the previous section.
Input multiplexing is managed by a set of interaction servers (a server on each computer). An i-server
offers the services required by multiple local/remote
control. When connected together, interaction servers
remotely control all the corresponding screens and define a screen topology.
Each i-server can manage several pointers simultaneously on a given display. More precisely, an i-server is
able to manage several input sources without merging
them and to display the corresponding pointers anywhere
on the screen. Each input source can be attached to one
or several physical devices (e.g. second mouse, trackball
or MIMIO) or to a flow of remote events coming from
another computer (via a simple protocol over a TCP/IP
connection). The events generated by all input sources
are then ‘sent’ to the appropriate application according to
their location or to the input focus.
This client/server architecture has several advantages
as it manages all interaction resources at the ‘display’ (or
computer) level. First there is no need to handle alternate
devices (and device drivers) or remote communications
at the application level. All applications receive standard
and alternate events in a normalized form. Similarly,
pseudo-pointers are created automatically by the i-server
and appear above all applications. Hence, there is no
need to modify applications in order to interact with
them in a simplified multiple local/remote control mode.
For instance, two people can interact locally or remotely
on two applications shown on the same display. They
will be able to control each application independently
with their own device or computer.
The case where several users interact simultaneously
on the same application is more challenging. Such applications (and the graphical toolkits they rely on) must
separately process the events coming from several input
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sources so that users can interact simultaneously with
different widgets. This is generally impossible because
typical graphical systems combine the events coming
from all input devices both at the windowing system and
GUI toolkit levels. As said before, i-servers can manage
several separate input sources. The events they generate
have a logical source ID . SDG applications can thus distinguish various input sources and separately process the
corresponding events. Unfortunately, classical GUI toolkits assume that a single user interacts with an application and do not provide such capabilities. We developed
a new GUI toolkit, called Ubit [18, 33] that removes this
restriction. Ubit can handle an arbitrary number of event
flows, each of them controlled by a separate event loop.
A great advantage of this architecture is that any Ubit
application automatically supports multiple user interaction.
Output multiplexing. An application written using
the Ubit toolkit can replicate any part of its output on
displays controlled by remote computers. This mechanism is dynamic so that any user can temporarily show a
replicated view of his application (or of any subpart of it)
on the shared screen or on the screens of the other participants. This application can then be controlled from all
computers where it appears. Synchronous interaction
from all these devices is possible as the toolkit supports
multiple user interaction.
The main advantage of graphical replication is that it
makes it very simple to create collaborative applications.
Distributed applications are generally hard to design
because they involve complex synchronization mechanisms. Graphical replication provides a trivial solution to
this problem: there is no duplicated data to synchronize
because there is only one application running. This application exports and controls GUI s on the other machines. The current version of the Ubit toolkit uses the X
Window communication protocol as base for graphical
replication.
This centralized approach has two drawbacks. The
first is that the replicated views are usually identical, the
views are thus not adapted to their screens. The Ubit
toolkit removes this limitation because any subpart of the
GUI can be displayed remotely or duplicated. Hence,
different views can appear on different screens. In addition, it is also possible to adapt the replicated views to
the characteristics of each display (such as the size).
The second drawback of graphical replication is that
it requires a relatively large bandwidth. The number of
remote displays is thus necessarily limited and the network must have appropriate characteristics. These restrictions do not cause a problem in the case of single
display groupware: the participants are obviously using a
local network and very few of them will interact simultaneously on the same replicated views. In conclusion,
graphical replication is appropriate for SDG because it

provides a simple and flexible solution and does not
cause performance problems.

4. Interfaces: Whiteboard Interaction
The Campus Mobile project allows a lecturer to control and annotate her presentation directly from the
whiteboard. A MIMIO [20] device is used to capture the
movement of the stylus pen on the screen. A UNIX MIMIO
driver has been developed and integrated into the interaction server (described in the previous section). With
this driver we can use and configure the MIMIO pens in
various ways and make them compatible with existing
applications. The rest of this section describes how we
modified the behaviour of this input device to facilitate
the interaction with the whiteboard.
An augmented whiteboard obviously has a richer
interaction style than a classical whiteboard. A user can
draw and write on the board and also highlight text in the
presentation, change pages or documents, scroll or zoom
the data in the presentation, and control other applications. Two types of techniques are traditionally used.
The first provides several interaction tools. For instance
the MIMIO provides four stylus pens of different colours
and a combined small and large eraser. Our initial approach was to configure these tools so that performed
different actions. For instance, one pen was used for
writing, another for highlighting, and a third for controlling applications. However, experimentation showed that
using such a large number of tools was rather cumbersome. Moreover, it was still necessary to use other
means for changing the writing colour and other actions.
The other way of interacting with a digital whiteboard is to use it as a computer workspace (i.e. with
buttons, menus and other widgets). However, this kind
of interaction style is not very well suited because of the
size and the position of the whiteboard (the lecturer will
have to move quite often to reach the widgets and some
of them may even be unreachably high).
We propose a solution that combines the two previous approaches. One stylus pen is used as a general
pointing/writing device whose effect can be changed by
a movable palette. This palette is moved by pointing a
second tool on the whiteboard. Hence, the lecturer will
be able to perform the most frequent actions just by
using two different tools (one in each hand) and she will
not have to move to perform these actions. This can be
seen as a simplified type of two-handed interaction [3]
where the non dominant hand is used to bring the palette
to the appropriate location and the dominant hand is used
to write, draw or control the interaction.
We have also experimented with the use of Control
menus [24] instead of a movable palette. Control menus,
which are inspired from Pie menus [11] select and control an operation in a single gesture. Other studies have
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already shown that similar kinds of menus were very
appropriate when interacting with large screens [10]. We
are now comparing the usability of these two types of
interaction.

5. Data Formats
There are two types of data used in CORAO : slides
and annotations. For each of these two data types we
chose a format based on standards and suitable for both
use during a lecture and during later review. Students
follow the lectures on a PDA or small portable computer
while later review is normally performed on a standard
PC. We defined formats for slides and annotations.
Slide Format: Slides are prepared by the lecturer in
an external format and before the lecture starts these
slides are transformed into a representation usable by the
whiteboards interface. At the end of the lecture this
document has been enriched with information from the
lecture.
The lecturer’s slides can be handwritten or digital,
most commonly a list of H T M L pages, a PowerPoint
presentation or a P D F document. Our current prototype
can handle HTML or PowerPoint slides.
Our whiteboard uses a transcoding of the original
slides into a valid subpart of the HTML specification. This
transcoding integrates text and images and is the representation that is sent to the students’ mediators during
the lecture. The student can use this representation to
review the lecture.
The recorded lecture is a multimedia document composed of text (titles, notes, and other comments), images
of the slides, graphics (as part of a slide or annotations)
and audio. This document has a linear temporal progression structure imposed by its audio component. A number of projects have studied the representation and exploitation of audio (or video) recordings of lectures [1,
5]. In defining our format we privileged flexibility and
facilitated modifications by choosing XML grammars.
The IMS consortium publishes XML schemas for various
educational resources, including lectures. Our top level
storage uses the appropriate IMS schema and this format
provides high level access to the lectures, as in a lecture
repository with search functionalities. However, for the
recording and the replay of the lectures, we need a multimedia format. Some projects use custom formats [1]
while others use SMIL [30, 34] or MPEG -4 [8]. As described in the next section, we chose SVG as it is the only
XML format combining images, annotations and sound.
Annotation Format: Our prototype stores annotations from the lecturer and the students. Annotations are
graphic plots accompanied by temporal information. We
recorded the start of each plot. A plot is all the graphics
elements created from the moment the pen touches the
surface until it is lifted from the surface.

Several projects use a custom format to store annotations [2, 12, 19]; these projects require a specific player
to replay annotations. We chose to follow a standard. We
compared the use in our context of InkML [13], an XML
grammar proposed by the W 3 C specifically to store annotations, and the SVG standard [31], designed by W3C to
represent vector graphics with XML.
We chose SVG as it provides the required geometrical
representation of the annotations. InkM L would have
allowed a more elaborated representation, including the
semantic grouping of fragments of plots, but is limited to
annotations. Another advantage of SVG is that players are
widely available and that these players can replay the
whole presentation: images, text, and sound (this is an
Adobe extension in SVG 1.1 but is included in the upcoming SVG 1.2).
The SVG document generated during the lecture allows students to replay the lecture with the correct temporal association between the slides, the audio and the
annotations. As SVG is an XML grammar and because of
its vectorial nature, our recorded lectures can be transformed and viewed using many different representations.

6. Implementation
This article analysed, in two scenarios, how mobile
mediators can improve inter-participant interaction during lectures and in meetings. This section presents implementations of the resulting proposals.

6.1

CORAO:

Lectures

The lecturer’s slides are each stored in one or more
files. The lecturer can annotate her presentation during
the lecture.
The students receive a copy of each slide of the presentation no later than when it is projected. The students
receive the lecturer’s annotations in real time and can
add their own annotations. Students who arrive late receive the current slide immediately and the annotations
that they have missed. There can be many students (more
than 50) present during a lecture.
The lecturer uses a MIMIO and a video projector connected to a computer installed in the lecture theatre. This
computer is connected to an IEEE 802.11b wireless (also
known as WiFi) network. The lecturer uses the MIMIO to
control the presentation and to annotate the slides.
Students have PDAs (or portable computers) equipped
with WiFi cards. These machines are Hewlett-Packard
iPAQs with 96 millimetre screens, 400 MHz processors
and 128 MB RAM. They run Linux Familiar. The student
machines receive their network configuration from a
DHCP server or, until a DHCP server replies, by imple-
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menting the ZeroConf protocol (part of the protocol
proposed by Apple under the name Rendezvous [26]).
The computer in the theatre and the students’ PDAs
all use the same program (called campus). This program
is based on the Ubit toolkit and adapts automatically to
the different styles of interaction required by a MIMIO or
by a stylo on a touch screen and to the different presentations appropriate on a video projector or the small
screen of a PDA.
Given the limited network bandwidth available per
student we decided to broadcast the slides and the annotations to the students. Several systems exist that provide
reliable transmission using UDP broadcast. As our PDA s
have limited resources we decided to design a transmission protocol that minimises the use of these resources.
This protocol is implemented in two programs. The
first, campcasts, runs on the computer and receives
commands from campus and sends broadcast messages
on a well known port. The second, campcastc, runs on
the PDA s, stores all received slides and annotations, requests retransmissions when necessary, accepts requests
for slides from the program c ampus on the PDA , and
informs campus when requested slides arrive. Figure 3
shows how the different programs that run on the computer and a PDA are interconnected as well indicating
where we store the information concerning the lecture.
At least once a second, campcasts broadcasts a status
packet containing the name of the current slide, the
number of the last annotation sent and a status that indicates if the computer is ready to accept requests for retransmissions. These status packets and the transmissions requested by campcastc make the transmission
protocol robust in the face of the frequent packet losses
that occur when using UDP broadcast over a WiFi network.
In our protocol, the slides are divided into packets (so
that only lost packets need to be retransmitted) that fit
into an UDP packet (because if one fragment of a fragmented UDP packet is lost the whole packet must be
retransmitted). Before changing to the next slide, the
computer sends the slide and any associated images.
This avoids having every PDA request the slide. Annotations are sent as the lecturer makes them so that campus
can draw them immediately.
campus
pages
pages

campus

page changes
annotations
time

pages
campcasts

pages

notifications
annotations
page changes
time

broadcast UDP
d
unicast UDP

page changes
annotations
pages
annotations
page changes

page requests
campcastc

pages

When campcastc receives a status packet indicating
that the current slide has changed, it informs campus.
Campus will then display this slide. However if it has
not been received, campus will ask campcastc to request
a retransmission of the missing parts. As campcastc
receives annotations it forwards them to campus. If a
status packet informs campcastc that it has missed annotations, it will send a unicast UDP packet requesting a
retransmission. Campus can thus receive annotations out
of order. All traffic from the computer is broadcast so
that all the PDAs see all retransmissions thus reducing the
number of retransmissions.

6.2

REGROUP:

Meetings

Meetings involve a small number of participants that
wish to simultaneously control one or several shared
applications. Meetings do not require a large amount of
bandwidth since there is only a small number of active
participants at any one moment. During meetings we
thus connect the participants’ computers using TCP/IP.
The display of documents on multiple screens and the
remote control of screens is directly handled by the toolkit Ubit described in section 3. Since we use point-topoint connections, we need to know the addresses of the
other participants. We find these addresses using the
Rendezvous resource discovery service [26].

7. Conclusion
We gave an overview of the Campus Mobile project
and its current state of development. This project aims at
using wireless technologies to facilitate and to improve
interaction in education and collaborative work.
Throughout the project we observed the interactions that
occur in meetings and lecture theatres and we noticed
that there are many different activities and needs in these
situations: annotation, document exchange, document
sharing, collaborative editing, shared and remote control
of applications, creation and playback of multimedia
documents, etc. Satisfying this wide range of activities
required knowledge and skills from a number of domains
including human computer interaction, single display
groupware, wireless networks, middleware, document
engineering, and user centred design. The originality of
our approach was to find a global solution that takes into
account all these various aspects. This approach contrasts with the more focussed proposals of other projects.
We developed the integrated Campus Mobile environment to facilitate the observed interactions. This
environment has been successfully tested with a small
number of participants. We will now undertake experiments with a larger number of participants.

Figure 3: information flows in CORAO
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